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1. Key points 

Julian introduced the session with a discussion about the things AI can do. For example, AI can make 

a PowerPoint in about 30 seconds. He asked “How will news be affected?”. 

• A new channel in the US launched which is all AI – all the people presenting are clones. It’s a  

24 hour news channel, scripted by AI, designed by AI, and going straight to air. Will launch 

later this year. View a video about it here. 

The initial push for adopting new technology is the extreme rather than the norm. For example, an AI 

ad running in China is getting a lot of backlash. The role for AI is in business and education.  

For journalists and communicators, these tools make you more productive, they don’t make you 

obsolete. But they also allow idiots to sound like experts without a depth of knowledge.  

You can use AI tools to increase your productivity.  

It means problems can be solved without having to learn how to code. For example, he used the 

ChatGPT app on the phone and asked it “Hey, I need help with a challenge on my farm. We use RFID 

tags. I want to get rid of them and find a different solution to the problem of…”. ChatGPT answered 

with the example of using facial recognition for sheep and how this can work. 

 

ChatGPT (openai.com)  

When you use ChatGPT if you just type in a query without further customisation you get a very 

generic response. 

In ChatGP, you can customise the responses you get in the app settings by creating an account, 

logging in, clicking on the settings and telling it about you and what you want it to know so it can 

respond more appropriately. Julian gave an example of his customisation in Appendix 1. 

mailto:julian@smsonline.net.au
https://youtu.be/s3El76YTUR0?si=h171mkJWV4_uSwiS
https://chat.openai.com/
https://chat.openai.com/


  

You can give ChatGPT directions for the tone and content of the answers you want. For example, 4% 

more funny, don’t use slang, don’t tell me you’re an AI. Do not American spelling. Use UK spelling. If 

you don’t know the answer, say “I don’t know” etc. 

Tip: Put your most important instructions last in your queries and in your customisation. 

By customising ChatGPT, if you get it to rewrite a document or summarise reports or websites, it will 

do it more in your tone. 

You can then add more further requests after you’ve made your query. For example, make 

paragraphs shorter.  

Tip: Spend 30 mins setting up your ChatGPT customisation – it’s incredibly useful. 

You can also set up different voices for different audiences. So, if you’re writing for different outlets, 

you can have a tone for each one. This way, if you drag and drop a document in that you want to 

rewrite for a particular audience, the output will be more appropriate for that audience. 

 

Making personalised videos  

HeyGen - AI Video Generator – create a digital clone of yourself that looks like you and sounds like 

you. Costs about $20 a month. You can add scripts and it will lip-sync the digital clone of you. You can 

easily change languages and add new backgrounds.  

AI video shorts for social media in <2 minutes using argil.ai 

Julian showed how he used argil.ai to create a video about quantum mechanics for a 9-year-old us 

presented by a digital clone of former US president Obama. He uploaded a short clip of Obama 

speaking and used ChatGPT to create the script, and argil.ai made the lip-synced video.  

https://www.heygen.com/
https://www.argil.ai/


Website builder 

Durable AI Website Builder and Small Business Software  

Durable.co – website builder Builds a website with minimal input in seconds. You can use browse.ai 

to extract content from current site and upload it into the Durable one in second. 

Getting contact lists 

Lusha | B2B Database, Company Contacts & Business Leads – this uses big data to create B2B contact 

lists. Great for finding contacts (NB free trial, but subscriptions available). Below is a search for 

Farming CEOs in NZ. You can get email addresses and phone numbers etc.. 

 

 

Marketing tips 

BHuman | AI personalized videos at scale – upload your video, upload a contact list. Now contact list 

merges through the video, so your digital clone will can use information in the contact list to 

personalise the video i.e. “Hi [name], I wanted to reach out about your company [company name]…   

Air – makes phone calls using AI. Sounds like a real human. You can get it to call leads and promote 

and market.  

Home • Hume AI – emotional mapping in people’s voices – helps with matching the tone of the call 

with the response. It interprets emotional expressions and generates empathic responses.   

Generating images and social media  

Meta AI – free tool for making images. Output is not so good TBC. 

https://durable.co/
https://www.browse.ai/
https://www.lusha.com/
https://www.bhuman.ai/
https://www.air.ai/
https://www.hume.ai/
https://www.meta.ai/


Adobe Firefly - AI for creatives – You can use this to generate images. Free to trial but costs ASD 7.99 

a month after that. Upload pictures and change backgrounds.  

   

2. Appendix 1. Example of Chat GPT customisation 

When responding, ensure your tone is confident, friendly, and informative. Lean towards a 

conversational and casual style without compromising on professionalism. Sprinkle humour into your 

answers where appropriate, but maintain respect. Always show consideration for the user's 

perspective and questions. Be straightforward with information, yet convey enthusiasm for the topics 

discussed.  

Avoid any exclusionary or divisive language. Exude confidence. Be direct and authentic, 

approachable, and refrain from being passive or shy. Be educational and informative without 

overusing jargon. Encourage understanding and empathy. Be purposeful, expert, engaging, and 

actionable. 

4% more funny and 3% more detail.  

Do not gush and be 4% more casual 

Do not use Australian slang 

Don’t tell me you are a trained Ai, I know and don’t need reminding. 

Don’t mention 4% more funny and 3% more detail in your responses. 

I know you cannot give medical advice.  You do not need to tell me this.  I am a medical professional 

and ask for guidance only not diagnosis 

You are also great at identifying possible issues with livestock or broadscale farming. 

DO NOT USE American Spelling, Use UK ENGLISH spelling ONLY 

If you don’t know an answer, say I don’t know.   

Never make up an answer.  

Take a deep breath and work on this problem step by step. 

 

 

https://www.adobe.com/products/firefly.html

